SCHULTZ CLAIMS (U)  

Location: Near Casey Ranch, up Crooked River in NE, sec. 27, T. 16 S., R. 17 E.

Development: Several discovery pits.

Owners: Bernie J. Schultz (MINING CLAIM)

Geology: Layered sequence of volcanics and volcanic sediments of Clarne formation. Section from top to bottom of cliff or slope on which prospecting has been done: Rhy. tuff — hard resistant rimrock — 30'

Bedded siltst. or mudst. with tuff — about 250'

Varicolored tuff. seds. — principally siltst. & mudst. with some shales. Bedding N. 30 E., 50 NW.

Rhyolite tuff — 25'

Varicolored tuff — 60'

Rocks are probably of Clarne age. Tuffs look like John Day, however. Clarne because of flows included in series (?) of rhyolite.

Examination: Discovery pit on #3 was examined closely. Rocks in general area were tested. No radioactivity was found. No samples were taken.